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Abstract. A priority queue transforms an input permutation o of some set of size n into an output permutation
r. The set R,, of such related pairs (o’, r) is studied. Efficient algorithms for determining s(r)
Icr (o’, r) R,,I
and t(o-) Ir (or, r) R,I are given, a new proof that IR,,I (n + 1) ’’-I is given, and the transitive closure of R,,
is found.
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1. Introduction. The topic studied in this paper was suggested by the beautiful and
combinatorially rich theory of permutations that can be generated by a stack. In this theory an
x,,, is presented to a stack and is subjected to
input sequence of n distinct elements, x, x2
a series of push and pop operations; each push operation pushes the next input element on the
stack and each pop operation removes the top element of the stack and places it in an output
stream. When the entire input has been consumed and the stack is empty, the input sequence
has been converted into an output sequence Xl), Xrr(2)
Xrr(n) that is a permutation of the
input sequence. The permutation rr that arises in this way depends only on the series of push
and pop operations and, in particular, is independent of the input sequence. It is well known
that there are c,, such stack permutations, one for each push-pop sequence, where
2n’}
Cn

n+l

is the nth Catalan number. There are several interesting correspondences between stack
permutations and other combinatorial objects (for example, binary trees, triangulations of a
polygon, well-formed bracket sequences; see [3] and the references cited therein).
We shall investigate the analogous theory where a priority queue replaces a stack. In
other words the pop operation "delete the most recently inserted" is replaced by "delete the
smallest." We use the terms Insert and Delete-Minimum rather than push and pop and we
shall call a series of n Inserts and n Delete-Minimums a priority queue computation. There
are c,, different priority queue computations, each of which converts an input sequence (of n
distinct elements) into an output sequence. But, unlike the case of stacks, it is no longer true
that the permutational effect is independent of the input sequence nor that all inputs can be
permuted in the same number of ways.
To handle this greater complexity we define a relation R,1 called allowability on the set of
sequences of length n by the rule (or, r) 6 R,, if there exists a priority queue computation which
transforms the input sequence cr into the output sequence r. The elements of R,1 will be called
allowable pairs. It was shown in
that there are (n + 1)’1- allowable pairs of permutations
on a fixed set of size n and this result is a strong hint that an interesting combinatorial theory
awaits investigation.
It is simple to recognize whether a pair of sequences (r, r) is allowable. One just constructs a suitable priority queue computation. If such a computation exists, it may not be
unique, but it is easy to see that there is always a "natural" computation in which elements
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are output as soon as possible (that is, if x is the next element to output, and is present in
the priority queue, then it should be output before further input elements are inserted). This
observation results in the following algorithm:

Q :- empty priority queue
i:=l;j:=l
while j < n do
do
while z-j
insert(a/)

-

i’=i+1
endwhile

rj then return (false)else
deleteMin; j :-- j +

if min(Q)

endif
endwhile

return(true).

The time complexity of this algorithm depends, of course, on the implementation of
the priority queue operations. With a heap-based implementation it would be O(n log n),
whereas if we regarded Insert and Delete-Minimum as atomic constant time operations it
would be O(n).
In the next section of the paper we take up rather more interesting algorithmic questions
by giving efficient methods for the two complementary problems:
(1) Given an output r, find the number of allowable pairs (or, r).
(2) Given an input or, find the number of allowable pairs (or, r).
Then, in 3 we concentrate more on combinatorial questions. We give a one-to-one
correspondence between allowable pairs and labeled trees from which we obtain another
proof of the main result of [1 ]. Next we give a result about the average number of outputs
for a random priority queue computation. Finally we characterize the transitive closure of the
allowability relation and discuss the connection with serial networks of priority queues.

2. The number of inputs and outputs. In this section we consider the computation of
the following two quantities: the number s(r)
Icr (o’, r) Rn[ of allowable pairs having
a fixed output r, and the number t(cr)
Iv (r, v) R,,I of allowable pairs having a fixed

input
On the surface (or) seems to be the more natural quantity to calculate since it enumerates
the different ways that a priority queue can process a particular input, while s (z-) enumerates the
different starting points that can give rise to some fixed result. Despite this, it turns out that the
numbers s (z-) are rather easier to compute and have more obvious properties (for example, they
are always divisors of n !). Indeed, in ], an algorithm of average time complexity O(n log n)
was given for computing s(z-). Here we shall give an algorithm for this problem whose worst
case complexity is O(n). We turn then to the problem of computing (or). Although we have
been unable to find a comparably efficient algorithm, we are at least able to place the problem
in the complexity class 79 by giving a dynamic programming algorithm of time complexity

O(n4).
For a given output sequence z- [z-1
occurring in the remainder of z- and define
b(i)

max{j"

The following lemma was proved in [1 ].

z-n] we let z-0 be any element greater than those
< j < i, z-j > z’i}.
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LEMMA 2. I.
s(r)

-I(i

b(i)).

i=1

Thus, once b(1), b(2)
b(n) have been calculated, s(r) can be found in O(n) steps.
The obvious algorithm for computing b(1), b(2)
b(n) is as follows.
i:--0
repeat
i’=i + 1; j "=iwhile 75j < i do j "= j

b(i)
until

j

n.

It requires quadratic time in the worst case, since to compute b(i) as many as values of
r may need to be examined. A simple observation improves the computation time. Suppose
that when computing b(i), we tested the element rj (with j < i) and found that rj < "ri. Then
none of rj-1, rj-2
rb(j)+l need be compared with zi and the next test can be whether
the statement j := j
other
words
In
<
may be replaced by j "= b(j).
v:i.
Zb(j)
The new algorithm runs in linear time: the statement j := b(j) cannot be executed more
than once with the same value of j. Consequently s(r) can be found from r in O(n) steps.
We now consider the second computation: finding (or). The following result was proved
in [1].
LEMMA 2.2. Let cr be some input sequence expressed in the form otm where m is the
br, then
maximal symbol. Suppose
bi, ii bi+l
bib2.., br and i Ctbl
t(ff)

t(Oti)t(i).
i=0

We make this lemma the basis of a dynamic programming algorithm. For convenience
assume that cr is a permutation of 1, 2
n}. Let if(m) denote the permutation obtained
from cr by deleting all the symbols m +
n and let E (’ denote the set of substrings of
o-(m).
n in turn. The
We can compute t(O) for all 0 E m for the values m 0, l, 2
1. Suppose that m >_ and t(O) is
empty string L is the only member of E and t()Q
known for all 0 E m-l. A string of E is either in E (m-l (in which case t() will be
known) or it has the form ctm/. In the latter case we may compute t(otm) in linear time using
the formula of the previous lemma since all the strings required in the calculation belong to
E m-. The total time required for the whole computation is

’’

O

(n -lI20")’)

3. Combinatorial results. The number of allowable pairs was proved in [1 to be (n +
ordered sets and one of Abel’s summation formulae. Here we give
another proof which depends on establishing a 1-1 correspondence between allowable pairs
and labeled trees.
Let (or, r) be an allowable pair on n symbols and let m be the maximal symbol. Suppose
r
otm/3. At the point that m is output, the priority queue is empty. Therefore m and all
the symbols of ct occur in cr earlier than all the symbols of/. Let ?,,3 be the symbols of t,

1)"- using partially
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/3, respectively, in order of their occurrence within o’. Then o" has the form ’(i,m)3 where Y(i.m)
denotes the result of inserting m within after the symbol (i is given the conventional name
"root" if m is inserted at the beginning of ?’). Clearly (?,, or) and (3,/) are allowable pairs.
Thus (or, r) has given rise to allowable pairs (?,, c), (3,/) and a symbol (one of the
symbols of ot or "root"). Conversely, (,, or), (3,/), and define a unique allowable pair (or, r)
by reversal of this construction.
We can now associate, with any allowable pair (or, r), a tree on n + symbols ("root" and
0 the tree is a single
the n symbols being permuted). The construction is inductive. If n
node called "root." If n > 0 we find (,, or), (3,/), and as above. The trees for (?’, or), (3,/)
exist by induction and have roots "root 1" and "root2." The tree for (or, r) is obtained by letting
"root 1" be the new "root," "root2" be labeled as m, and joining nodes and m.
The construction is obviously reversible since the parent of the maximal node in a tree
defines and removal of the branch between and m defines the trees for the allowable pairs
(, c), (,/).
THEOREM 3.1 (Atkinson-Thiyagarajah [1 ]). The number of allowable pairs on a set of
size n is (n + 1)n-1.
Proof By Cayley’s theorem the number of labeled unrooted trees on n + nodes is
(n + 1)"-1. The trees defined above are rooted (which would increase their number by a factor
n + 1) but the root is labeled with a fixed symbol "root" (which decreases their number by a
factor n + 1). The result now follows from the correspondence above.
1
We now consider the number of outputs that a fixed priority queue computation can produce as the input varies over all permutations of an n-element set. Clearly, there is considerable
variation. If we let 2- and 79 denote the operations Insert and Delete-Minimum, respectively,
then priority queue computations can be represented by "well-formed" words in these two
symbols. For example, the computation (2-79)n simply copies the input to the output so all n!
outputs are achievable. On the other hand, 2-" 79" only produces that output whose elements are
in ascending order. For notational simplicity we shall assume that all inputs and outputs are
n }. Let k(w) denote the number of outputs that can be generated
permutations of 1, 2
by the well-formed word w.
LEMMA 3.2.
(1) If u, v are well formed of length 2a, 2b, then

,

k(uv)=

k(u)k(v)(a+b)
"a

(2)

If u is well formed, then k(2-u79) k(u).
Proof First, consider k(uv). The priority queue in the computation uv

is empty just
before the (a + 1)th symbol of the input is read. So the first a symbols of the output are a
permutation of the first a symbols of the input. The first a symbols may be chosen in
ways and, once chosen, may be permuted by u in k(u) ways, after which the remaining b
symbols may be permuted in k(v) ways. The first part now follows.
Now consider k(2-u79). Note first that if r is an output of the priority queue computation
u (arising, say, from the input o’) then rn is an output from the computation 2-u79 (clearly, it
is the result of processing the input nor). On the other hand, any output from 2-u79 must have
the form rn for some r. This is because, for the computation 2-u79, the priority queue cannot
become empty at any intermediate step and so n cannot be deleted from it as smallest element
until the end of the computation. To complete the proof, it is only necessary to prove that
is an output of the priority queue computation u. Let p be an input to the computation 2-u79
which gives the output rn. If n is not the first symbol of p then we can write p
otmn,,
where m is the maximum symbol that precedes n in p. When this input is processed by Zu79,
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the symbol rn will remain in the priority queue after it is inserted at least until n is inserted
(otherwise the priority queue would become empty before the computation terminates). It
therefore follows that the input otnm, will result in the same output as p. By repetition of
this principle, we obtain an input of the form nor which generates the output rn. It is apparent
1
that the priority queue computation u transforms cr into r as required.
COROLLARY 3.3. For every priority queue computation u, k(u) divides n !.
We have already remarked that k(u) varies considerably as u varies over the possible
priority queue computations. Despite this, it is possible to compute its average value defined
as

kn

k(u)/cn,

where the summation is over all priority queue computations with n Inserts and n DeleteMinimums.
THEOREM 3.4. kn (n + 1)!/2 n.
k(u) so that kn l./c.. Every priority queue computation can be
Proof Let In
expressed in the form u ZvDw, where v, w are themselves priority queue computations
and are uniquely determined by u. Since the length of v can be any even integer from 0 to
2n 2 we have

Y.

v

i=0

where the second and third summations are over all priority queue computations v, w which
process inputs of length i, n i- 1, respectively. Thus, by the previous lemma,

k(v)k(w)

l.
i=0

w

+

i=0

i=n-1
Put h,,
hih-i-1/(i
l,/n!. Then h,
i=0
introducing the generating function

+ 1).

This recurrence can be solved by

r---oo

hr xr

H(x)
r--0

which is easily seen to satisfy the integral equation

H (x)

f

H (x)dx

= H (x)

1,

from which it follows that H(x)
1//1- 2x and the result follows by expanding the
Iq
generating function
Finally we consider the transitive closure of the allowability relation Rn. One motivation
for this is Tarjan’s paper [5] where the permutations obtainable from a series network of
stacks are considered. In a related work, Pratt [4] considers permutations computable by
double-ended queues, parallel stacks, and parallel queues. The corresponding scenario for us
is a series network of priority queues P1, P2
Pk on which the following operations are
allowed:
(1) Insert, which transfers the next element of the input sequence into P,
(2) Move(i) with < < k, which transfers the minimal element of Pi into Pi+,
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(3) Delete-Minimum, which appends the minimal element of Pk onto the output sequence.
Let Rn k denote the k-fold composition of Rn with itself. Then it is easy to verify that
Rn is precisely the set of (input, output) pairs associated with a series network of k priority
queues.
The weak order Wn on the set of all permutations on n symbols is defined by (or, r) W
if and only if every pair of symbols of or, which are in increasing order, are also in increasing
order in r. The weak order is an important tool for the study of geometric and combinatorial
properties of the symmetric group; its properties are discussed at length in [2]. It is clear that
closed, R c__ Wn for all k.
Rn W,, and, since W,,n-2is transitively
n-l
THEOREM 3.5. Rn
Wn.
7 Rn
Proof For (r, r) Wn let p (or, r) be the smallest integer k such that all but the leftmost k
symbols of cr and r agree (that is, the rightmost n k symbols agree). Observe that p is never
equal to 1. In order to show that Rn n-1 Wn it suffices to show that for any (or, r) 6 W, with
cr
r, there exists a or’ such that all of the following hold:
(1) (or, or’) Rn,
(2) (or’, r) W,
(3) p(cr’, r) < p(cr, r).
To see this, write cr as cx/37, and r as 3x?, such that I’l n p(cr, ). Since (or, r) 6 W,,
it follows that x must be larger than all symbols in/3. Therefore, or’ oq3xy satisfies condition
(1) above (in fact a priority queue can input cr and output r’ by only placing two symbols,
x and the current input symbol, in the queue at one time). Also, cr satisfies condition (2)
because any pair of symbols in or’ appear either in the same order as in or, or the same order as
in r. Finally, since or’ and r both end with x ?,, condition (3) is satisfied. Since p cannot have
must reach r in at most n
the value 1, the sequence or’, a"
steps, proving R,,"-1 W,,.
To complete the proof, we prove that the pair

_

-

([n,n-

2, 1], [1, n, n-

3,2]),

which plainly lies in W,, does not belong to R "-2. Suppose that it were possible to transform
3, 2] by a series network of n 2 priority queues.
2, 1] into [1, n, n
When the final element of the input (symbol 1) has been placed in priority queue P1 the other
n
symbols must all be in the n 2 priority queues of the network since none can be
output yet. One of the priority queues must therefore contain at least two of the symbols in
n }. Clearly this is impossible, since these two symbols would then have to be output
{2, 3
q
eventually in increasing order.
Therefore, Wn describes the relation between input and output permutations for a series
network of k priority queues for any k > n 1.
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